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“Thunder” get 2016 underway with a revenge win. 
 

National League Division 3 
(South Conference) 

Northants “Thunder”  80 – 76  Middlesex LTBC 
 

Earlier in the season the Northants senior men lost to Middlesex LTBC in a bad tempered encounter resulting 
in three players being disciplined by Basketball England. On Saturday Thunder gained ample revenge as 
they opened the new year with a four point win over the Middlesex based Lithuanians. 
 

After the long Christmas lay off there is always the danger of rustiness setting in and so it proved in the first 
quarter of Saturday’s encounter with both teams struggling. LTBC edged the period 22-20 prompting 
Thunder coach Grahame Yates to call for more intensity on defence. His team responded well no more so 
than Devon Adams and Viv Lee who terrorised the LTBC ball carriers forcing a number of turn overs 
leading to easy scores. Thunder took the quarter 28-18 to lead 48-40 at half time with every possibility of a 
well needed win. 
 

The two teams exchanged baskets at the start of the third quarter but midway through the period with the 
score at 58-48 in favour of Thunder, the home team totally froze and failed to score for the next five minutes. 
Meanwhile LTBC’s, Bogdonas found the proverbial ‘hot hand’ and his 9 personal points led his team on a 
12-zero run to give them an unlikely 61-58 lead going into the final stanza. 
 

Thunder needed to keep their focus and stay cool in the final period of play and they managed to do this and 
their cause was helped as two of the visitor’s players fouled out of the game. An 11-2 charge over the last 
four minutes gave Thunder the edge as they recorded their fourth victory of the season with the 80 points to 
76 win. 
 

In the four point win Benji Henry top scored with 20 points with the ever reliable Jacob Holt contributed 16 
points and Jonny Yates 12 while for the visitors Bogdonas top scored with 27. 
 

With other results going Thunder’s way the team now sits in 9th place in the 12 team division with a trip to 
bottom of the table Barking and Dagenham this coming weekend. 
  

Junior Men lose their unbeaten record to “Hoods” 
 

Junior Men’s East  Midlands Development League 
Nottingham “Hoods”  90 – 81  Northants “Thunder” 

 

The Northants junior men took their unbeaten record to Nottingham last Sunday and were beaten by nine 
points by Hoods after a tightly contested and often physical game. When the two teams met at the start of the 
season Thunder triumphed by 20 points against a Hoods team missing a couple of key players so the 
Northants team knew they were in for a tough contest and so it proved. 
 

Neither team was able to take control in the first quarter which ended at 21-20 in favour of Thunder with 
Thunder connecting with eight of ten free throws as Hoods made sure they conceded any easy scores close to 
their basket. The second period was lit up by the play of Thunder guard David Nieva who poured in 13 
points including three, three-pointers helping his team to take the quarter 31-24 and open up a 52-44 half 
time lead. 
 

In the third quarter Thunder’s offensive effort was handicapped when the influential Carlo Nieva picked up 
his fourth foul forcing Coach Rob Crump to take him out of the game. Hoods’ offensive rebounding was 
becoming more and more physical so Crump switched to a zone defence but the home side were still able to 
edge the quarter 25-20 tp reduce the deficit to just three points at 69-72 going into the final period of play. 
The fourth quarter saw Thunder further handicapped when Ollie Thomas also picked up his fourth foul and 
this seemed to demoralise the Northants team as Hoods edged out to a 79-73 lead. Carlo Nieva returned to 
reduce the deficit with a long ‘three’ and Crump attempted to compose his team with a time out.  
 



Regrettably his players were guilty of poor offensive execution and a number of turn overs led to easy scores 
for Hoods who went on to outscore Thunder 21-9 in the final stanza and take the game by nine points. 
 

The Thunder scoring was led by the brothers Nieva with David scoring with 28 points and Carlo 23 while 
Ollie Thomas contributed 11 points.  
 

Coach Crump was philosophical about the post-Christmas hangover and commented, “We will need to re-
group and focus ready for the key game against Leicester Dynamite this weekend.” Thunder and Dynamite 
have both lost just one game going into Saturday’s clash.  
 

Cadet Men slip up against “Hoods” 
 

Under 16 Boys Midlands Development League  
Nottingham “Hoods”  (59-59)  Northants “Thunder” 

66 – 61 
 

The hopes of the Northants Cadet Boys of starting 2016 with a win to maintain their outside chance of 
securing an end of season Play Off spot came crashing down to earth as they suffered a 61-66 overtime 
defeat at the hands of Nottingham Hoods last Sunday.  
 

Earlier in the season Thunder had inflicted a 90-54 defeat on Hoods but from the outset it was clear that there 
was to be no repeat of that romp. Thunder held a narrow lead at 15-9 after the first period  of play thanks to 
some superb defence. Hoods seized the initiative in the second quarter winning it 19-10 to take a 28-25 half 
time lead with Coach Grahame Yates becoming more and more frustrated by some of the refereeing 
decisions. 
 

Both teams found scoring a problem in the third quarter both managing just 12 points. Trailing 37-40 going 
into the last ten minutes of play Thunder mounted a massive effort to win the final quarter 22-19 to take the 
game into overtime. The extra period saw Hoods play some excellent defence restricting Thunder to just a 
brace of points while scoring seven themselves to take the low scoring affair 66-61.  
 

In the five point set back Shekina Ntumba top scored with 27 points, good support coming from Josh Lloyd 
and Chris Amankonah with 15 and 9 points respectively 
 

Coach Yates was the first to admit that his injury hit team had turned in a below par performance but he was 
far from happy about the standard of officiating in the game. His team will now have to take some major 
scalps and hope that other results go their way if they are to participate in post season play. 
 

Blank weekend for Cadette Girls 
 

The Northants under 16 girls opened 2016 with a busy weekend with a home game against local rival Titans 
followed by a long trek to the north-west to take on Barrow Thorns. In the event a ring-rusty Lightning team 
lost heavily in both games 

 

Under 16 Premier League North 
Northants “Lightning”  42 -65  N.E.B.C. “Titans 

 

NEBC Titans gained emphatic revenge for a narrow early season lost when they comfortably beat Lightning 
at the Basketball Centre last Saturday. 
 

Lightning, boosted by the inclusion of England international Holly Winterburn in their line up were 
competitive for the first three quarters of the contest but still trailed 29-39 going into the last quarter. In the 
event it was the Titans who raised their game outscoring the Northants girls 26-13 over the last ten minutes 
to record a well deserved 65-42 win. 
 

For Lightning Winterburn top scored with 18 points with Tia Dunrad-Allen and Akilah Chambers both 
contributing 8 points 

 

Barrow “Thorns”  88 - 35  Northants “Lightning” 
 

After the long journey north Lightning were just not ready for the job at hand and Thorns gained more and 
more confidence as the Northants girls repeatedly missed lay up after lay up. After taking the first quarter  
30-7 the Barrow girls continued to dominate the game winning all but the third quarter by double figure 
margins. The team is without a game this week so have a number of training sessions to sharpen up their 
game before their next fixture. 



Major win for Under 14 Boys 
 

Under 14 Boys Midlands Development League 
Northants “Thunder”  84 – 65  Leicester “Dynamite” 

 

In the last game of 2015 Thunder went down to Dynamite by 10 points but at the Basketball Centre on 
Saturday they were able to reverse that result with a well deserved 84-65 triumph over their East Midlands 
rivals. The win was based on major contributions from Oliver Dominque and Jude Carmichael who scored 
24 and 22 points respectively with Matteo Baja chipping in with 13 points but stand in coach Rob Crump 
was delighted that nine of his players contributed to the final total. 
 
Both teams started the game in nervous mode but an 11-zero Thunder charge at the end of the first quarter, 
saw them lead 29-10 at the close of the quarter. The two teams exchanged baskets throughout the second 
period of play before the visitors closed with a 14-4 surge. Leading 43-32 at half time, Coach Crump’s 
message to the team was all about taking care of the ball and in the third quarter they did this extending their 
lead to 21 points at 65-44 before lapses of concentration allowed Dynamite to score eight unanswered points 
and give themselves an outside chance of snatching a win. 
 
Dynamite made a determined effort to close the gap in the fourth quarter but in this period it was Thunder 
who finished the stronger and an 8-zero Carmichael inspired run saw them home to hard fought but well 
deserved win. With a game against bottom of the table Ilkeston coming up this weekend Thunder have a very 
real chance of consolidating their position in the Midland Development League 

 
 
 

 
THIS WEEKEND’S ACTIVITIES 

Friday 15th January 
 7-15pm   Northants “Thunder” versus Kettering “Phoenix” 
      (Hoopsterz Under 19 Central Venue League at Northampton Academy) 
 
Saturday 16th January 
 9-30am to 11am “Ballers” session 
 

   11-45am  Under 16 Boys versus Derby “Trailblazers” 
         1-45pm    Junior Men versus Leicester “Dynamite” 
 

Both these games will be played at the Northants Basketball Centre which is situated at 
Northampton School for Girls in Spinney Hill Road, Northampton 

 

Spectators are welcome and admission is FREE 
 

       Under 14 Girls travel to Brentwood “Leopards” 
      Under 14 Boys travel to Ilkeston “Outlaws” 
      Senior Men travel to Barking & Dagenham “Thunder” 
 

 
For further information contact John Collins on 07801 533 151 


